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GLOBAL CAPTIVE SOLUTIONS
Haven Re: A Boutique Group Captive Solution

Group captives have long served as a solution for businesses of every industry to protect 

corporate assets while gaining cost efficiencies. And while many Fortune 500 companies over the 
past 50 years have taken advantage of captive solutions, group captives grant middle-market 

organizations the opportunity to explore how a captive can work for them. 

Why are captives seeing a rise in popularity?

Captives have traditionally been misunderstood as financially risky, with misinformation creating 
confusion on when a captive does or doesn?t make sense. However, the first hardening market in 

15 years led to increasing premiums and stricter underwriting guidelines, leading many to seek 
more control over their insurance programs. 

This, coupled with COVID-19 and a year of catastrophic natural disasters in 2020, led to a 
dramatic rise in the use of captives. 

How do I know a captive is right for my organization? 

Captives are not a short-term fix for organizations looking for a quick financial boost. Instead, 

they are long-term strategic business opportunities that could yield investment income and 
underwriting profits, more control over premium volatility, cash flow advantages, enhanced loss 

prevention and claims management, and the power to reduce costs over time through member 
selection.

Since not all captives are created equally,  it?s not as simple as picking a captive out of a catalog. 

Instead, a trusted advisor should provide guidance on the right captive that aligns with the unique 
needs and goals of each corporation. 

Why join an existing captive versus creating your own? 

Though more companies are creating captives (with the aid of the right advisor and manager), 
there are options to join existing captives. Companies may find joining an existing captive aligns 
better with budgetary constraints, achieves greater buying power, and provides greater spread of 

risk, all in a shorter time frame than implementing a new captive structure.

- Budget Alignment: Building a captive often requires myriad resources, all of which can 

be costly. With feasibility analyses requiring actuarial and domicile studies, program 
design and tax and legal analyses, the total cost can become too prohibitive for 
middle-market risks to bear the frictional costs of incorporating a captive by 

themselves. 
- Greater Buying Power: Existing captives, whether homogeneous or heterogeneous (that 

is, made up of similar-sized companies in the same industry or different industries), 
achieve greater buying power in the marketplace by banding together. 

- Spreading Risk: Joining an existing captive allows companies to spread risk, smoothing 

results over time versus bearing the full hit in a large loss year or being at the mercy of 
market cycles.

- Timing: On average, the captive feasibility process alone can take 8-12 weeks with 
analyses and evaluations, plus an additional 10-14 weeks for implementation ?  in total, 
18-26 weeks. By joining an existing captive, timing can be cut down to roughly 90 days 

(although 120 days is ideal). 

With the right captive advisor by your side, your organization can join an existing captive, like 

Haven Re, and realize the benefits within months.

CAPTIVE: AN INSURANCE 

COMPANY THAT INSURES THE RISKS 

OF ITS OWNER, AFFILIATED 

BUSINESSES OR A GROUP OF 

COMPANIES. A CAPTIVE ISSUES 

POLICIES, COLLECTS PREMIUMS AND 

PAYS CLAIMS.
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Joining Haven Re 

While Haven Re is an effective captive 

solution for many organizations, there are 
ideal candidates. Because Haven Re covers 
specific risks and has established 

underwriting guidelines, only businesses that 
align with Haven Re?s strategy should 

consider joining. 

Existing Haven Re Coverages

Haven Re covers workers? compensation, 
commercial general liability coverages and 
business auto exposures. It should be noted 

that workers? compensation coverage is the 
only mandatory line of business required for 

participation.

Workers' Compensation Exposures: Since this 

line of business is typically the driver of 
insurance costs for most companies, it is the 

only mandatory line of coverage required for 
participation in Haven Re. The ideal risk is 
well managed with a majority of loss 

experience under $300,000 per occurrence, 
and a traditional insurance spend of about 

$175,000 or more.   

Commercial General Liability Coverages: 
Generally speaking, if the CGL line of 
coverage is under 25% of the total traditional 

casualty spend and loss experience is 
favorable, then the captive solution should be 
considered. Exposures with significant vertical 

loss potential (pollution, aircraft/ medical 
products, etc.) are best placed in the 

traditional marketplace due to the volatile 
nature and size of loss events when they do 
occur.

   
Business Auto: Here again, risks paying 25% 

or less in their total traditional insurance 
casualty spend and have effective programs 
for driver screening, behavior management 

practices and vehicle maintenance are ideal 
for Haven Re. Over a five-year period, risks 

that have paid more in conventional auto 
premiums than they have incurred in losses 
typically see savings through a captive 

structure. 

Requirements to Join Haven Re

Regardless of the coverages offered by Haven 

Re, any business considering joining needs to 
meet specific best-in-class criteria to join. 

Strong Financials: Joining a captive requires 
capital. Therefore, organizations must have 

the ability and willingness to post collateral 
(letters of credit or cash) and have audited 
financials reviewed before joining. 

Combined Loss Ratio Under 90%: Though it 

isn?t a strict criteria, combined loss ratios 
should ideally be under 90%. However, 
businesses with a loss ratio over 90% can still 

be admitted as long as they can demonstrate 
that the drivers of the loss experience are 

being addressed through effective risk 
management efforts to reverse any upward 
loss trending. 

Timing: Because Haven Re is an effective 

alternative to the traditional insurance 
approach, allowing sufficient time to 
complete the due diligence process is key. 

This process includes exploration of the 
financial and coverage aspects of the captive, 

evaluation of the enhanced services provided, 
review of the legal documentation and any 
other program shifts required. Ideally, an 

organization should speak with a Hylant 
captive expert at least four months prior to 

renewal. 

Committed to Risk Management: Whether 

joining an existing captive, such as Haven Re, 
or exploring the creation of a new captive, any 

organization needs to ensure they are 
committed to risk management. This 
commitment is one of the key cornerstones of 

any successfully operating captive structure 
regardless of the various coverages included. 

- Manufacturing
 

- Construction 
(Specialty trades preferred)

- Services

- Distribution 
(Smaller fleets preferred)

- Retail

- Wholesale

 

IDEAL HAVEN RE INDUSTRIES
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Join Haven Re as a Boutique Captive Solution

Haven Re works for either private or public companies. One benefit for private companies joining 

Haven Re, however, is that there is the potential opportunity to use dividends to develop creative 
strategies for their company. Whether public or private, companies can effectively reduce or 
eliminate their insurance outlay from their balance sheet over time through favorable 

performance and dividend distribution.  

Ready to learn more about Haven Re? Contact Sarah Williams, senior group captive manager of 
Haven Re.

 

HAVEN RE | SINCE 2018, HAVEN RE 

HAS HELPED ORGANIZATIONS 

INCREASE CONTROL OVER 

INSURANCE PROGRAMS WITH 

PRICING BASED ON POSITIVE 

PERFORMANCE. HAVEN RE PROVIDES 

STABILITY IN COST AND AVAILABILITY 

OF COVERAGE WITH POTENTIAL 

FINANCIAL GAINS UNIQUE TO 

CAPTIVE.

SARAH WILLIAMS
Senior Group Captive Manager, Haven Re

E: sarah.williams@hylant.com
P: 419-601-0454  
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